Automatic Generation of Personalized Visual Summaries
from Unstructured Social Media feeds for Mobile Browsing

ABSTRACT
Today, mobile users are struggling with accessing overloading and
unstructured social media feeds on the severely constrained mobile devices. This paper presents a novel framework that is capable of (1) summarizing information overloading unstructured social
media feeds (pictures, texts and videos) with the consideration of
user interests, and (2) capturing intelligently the semantics of the
generated digest and converting into visually appealing representations for display on constrained mobile devices. Specifically, an
evolutionary heterogeneous information network (EHIN) is constructed first to characterize the underlying structure of comprehensive social media feeds collectively. In particular, we embed
users’ social interactions into EHIN to achieve personalization attribute. The evolution attribute is achieved by continuously updating the network based on temporal dynamics throughout the entire
process. Subsequently, we propose a Multi-space Star Network
(MSN)-based ranking algorithm to hierarchically assign ranking
scores to each feed. In addition, to maximize information delivery, top ranked results are further filtered by encouraging diversification. Finally, a magazine-page-like visual summary is created
based on the generated digests with seamless incorporation of aesthetic rules and visual perception principles. Extensive experiments
and user study evaluations demonstrate that the proposed framework is effective in summarizing information overloading unstructured social media feeds and representing personalized digests in a
visually appealing and compact way. It is expected that this system
will lead to much enhanced user experiences for mobile browsing.
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Traditional Social Media Posts

Visual Summary

Figure 1: Example of traditional social media posts of mobile
devices and the visual summary generated by the proposed system.
The recent proliferation of social media networks, including Facebook, Twitter, Flickr, YouTube, and Google+, has revolutionized
everyone’s life with advanced features resulting in richer user experience, more convenient user participation, continuous updating
of media content, increased scalability and enhanced openness. A
latest statistical investigation on Twitter reports that, there are about
255 million active users monthly (MAUs) in 2015. Particularly,
mobile users occupied a large portion (198 million MAUs) [1]. At
such overwhelming scales, social media is certainly having a pervasive influence on the society and millions of individual users.
Social media is able to help people and businesses stay better connected, better informed [2][3], and also can serve as distributed
social sensors and source of wisdom of crowds [4][5][6].
However, such overwhelming scales of social media triggers an
unintended consequence-information overload. We are suffering
from the inability to make decisions because our overloaded brains
freeze with too much information presented on small window of
mobile displays. There are several significant challenges when
browsing information overloading social media on mobile devices.
(1) It is inconvenient and time consuming for mobile users to laboriously read wordy sentences in the post and linked articles in
traditional forms of social posts on mobile devices to obtain information. This issue can be demonstrated, as in the example in
Fig.1(a), in which there are some relevant posts about ’81th Oscar
Awards’ from Twitter. However, with a small screen, mobile users
have to scan all these posts one by one to obtain information they
interested about, which making it a time-consuming task on mobile devices. (2) Social posts in traditional text summary format
is unattractive and unappealing. Moreover, the text is difficult to
perceive on the limited display. Therefore, interesting posts may
not stand out from the surrounding posts. (3) The limited display
of mobile devices has not been intelligently utilized to effectively
deliver key information to the mobile users. The social media content should be well organized to efficiently provide key and useful
information in the summarized from to help users obtain desired

information with a quick glance.
Thus, it is highly necessary and desired to develop a novel framework so that these two contemporary applications, i.e., social media and mobile devices, can be adapted to each other. Meeting the
challenges outlines above motivates us to design a system that is
capable of generating social media summaries and presenting them
in an appropriate visual format for effective browsing on the mobile
devices with pleasant user experience.

1.1

Challenges in Visual Summary Generation

Major technical barriers in generating visual summaries can be
summarized in two aspects: (1) It is a real challenging task to convert the information overloading unstructured mixed media social
feeds into some compact and personalized summaries and digests.
The dynamic nature of these feeds needs also be carefully considered to reflect the evolution of the social media feeds over time. (2)
It is also extremely challenging to render such mixed media digest
and summary for display on the capacity limited mobile devices
with a pleasant user experiences. Both information maximizing
and aesthetically pleasing principles are required for the design of
a visual presentation for effective mobile display and seamless user
interaction.

1.2

Contributions of the Proposed Research

Existing efforts in the research related to text, image, and video
summarization, as well as in the presentation of summary from
Web search and social media feeds, have set several pertinent foundations for developing an ultimate visual summary for presenting
a visually pleasing compact digest on the mobile devices from unstructured multimodal social media feeds. However, these existing efforts lacks of systematic design methodology to seamlessly
connect the summary with its visual presentation. The proposed
framework in this research is fundamentally different from related
existing works and has made important contributions by considering several key factors in a novel and integrated fashion:
• Personalization
Given the consuming user’s social relation and past behavior. An
Evolutionary Heterogeneous Information Network is constructed to
embed the users and their social relations into overall digest objective that enables the generation of more personalized digest.
• Evolution
The evolution attribute is achieved by creating an evolutional
map based on the temporal dynamics of the comprehensive social
media feeds, including texts, images, videos, and users, as they are
continuously updated throughout the entire process.
• Non-Query and Mutual Affecting
Different from the existing similar works that requesting users to
offer a query tag for summarization, we automatically generate visual summaries tailored for a given consuming user. In addition, the
proposed system is able to characterize the underlying structure of
interrelationship among various entities simultaneously by a novel
Multi-space Star Network (MSN) developed in this research.
• Efficient Ranking
By splitting the constructed EHIN into multiple spaces, the proposed MSN-based ranking model can rank each node hierarchically, resulting in small storage space and low computational cost.
Thus, it has unique advantages over existing ranking approaches in
terms of efficient ranking.
• Visually Appealing Presentation
By adopting aesthetic rules and visual perception principles, a
multi-objective optimization is formulated to generate an optimal
page layout under several inherent constraints. As a result, browsing such a visual summary on mobile devices is just like quickly

glancing at a magazine page. The rest of this paper is organized
as follows. Section 2 reviews related work. Section 3 presents
our proposed personalized visual summary generation framework.
Section 4 describes experiments and user studies, followed by the
conclusion in Section 5.

2.

RELATED WORK

The research community has made several initial attempts at developing summarization and browsing systems in recent years. In
this section, we present brief reviews about the related research
in summarizing unstructured text and unconstrained images and
videos, as well as some related research in designing aesthetically
pleasing display of social media digest for mobile display.
Near real-time systems have recently been developed to process
short unstructured text such as tweets on Twitter. TwitterStand [3]
is a new processing system built upon tweets to capture late breaking news. This system addressed some of the issues including removing the noise, determining tweet clusters of interest using an
online method, and determining the relevant locations associated
with the tweets. A system called Eddi [2] was developed to organize a user’s Twitter feeds into coherently clustered trending topics
for more directed exploration. Active Twitter users evaluated Eddi
and found it to be a more efficient way to browse an overwhelming status update feed than the standard chronological interface.
To summarize tweets toward an event more efficiently, Yahoo! researchers formalize the problem based on learning the underlying
hidden state representation of the event via Hidden Markov Models. However, this sophisticated technique is designed for some
highly structured and recurring events, which is not appropriate to
be used for unstructured social media feeds [7]. Similar work has
been done by IBM, which describes an algorithm that generates a
journalistic summary of an event using only status updates from
Twitter as a source [8]. A rich-media analysis system reported in
[9] is capable of visualizing the events in a magazine page style.
However, the visualization is based on some pre-designed templates and color schemes without systematic consideration of user
perception and aesthetic issues. In [10], a dynamic pattern driven
approach is presented to summarize data produced by Twitter feeds.
[13] presents an extensible open-source workbench for aggregating, summarizing and filtering social network profiles derived from
tweets.
Existing approaches have focused primarily on textual summaries
which are often poorly written, in a different language and slow to
digest. Alternatively, images are considered "worth 1,000 words"
and are able to quickly and easily convey an idea or scene. Thus
the research communities have paid more attention to visual summaries recently. Due to the noisy, irrelevant and repetitive features
of social media images, a new technique to automatically select,
rank and present social media images was proposed in [15]. An automatic approach that uses community contributed images to create
representative and diverse visual summaries of specific geographic
areas is presented in [12]. Complex relations between images, extracted visual features, text associated with the images as well as
users and their social network are modeled using a multimodal
graph. A similar work has also been reported in [16], in which an
approach is proposed to automatically select a set of representative
images to generate a concise visual summary of a real-world event
from the Tumblr microblogging platform. More advanced visual
summary have been developed in [18][19]. These representative
text and visual summary techniques are all developed for representing individual search results and each will be presented as an
ordered one-dimensional list. In multimedia community, several
pioneering studies have been carried out to represent social me-
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Figure 2: Social media visual summary generation system overview.
dia blogs and stories by rich media layout such as photo books
[14][20].
Only until recently, the computational aesthetics strategy has
been considered for scenarios beyond assessing individual images.
In the composition of photo book layout, aesthetic principles have
been employed to create more pleasant photo books using proper
texts to augment the selected photos for a mixed media layout design [21]. In an attempt to enhance browsing experience of web
users, a novel computational aesthetic approach has been developed to evaluate the visual quality of the web pages [22]. This new
approach takes into account multiple visual features, including layout, text, color, texture, and complexity features, to construct a vector for visual quality classification and quality score assignment. It
has been shown that this holistic approach is consistent with human
evaluation of web pages. A system presented in [25] is designed to
automatically generate visual-textual presentation layout by investigating a set of aesthetic design principles, through which a user
can easily create visually appealing layout.
Recently, there have been some attempts to collectively consider
aesthetic principles for mobile browsing applications, such as Flipboard [23] and Snippet [24]. Flipboard fits social media contents
into pre-defined templates where the title or summary is placed in a
fixed position, scale and color. Although it is more visually appealing than traditional social post presentations, it still falls short in
maximizing allowable information to be presented on mobile displays without proper content analysis and user perception considerations. Snippet can automatically generate magazine-like social
media visual summaries for efficient mobile browsing. However,
it focuses on the design of text-overlaid single image, which limits
the presentation of social media digest to only few items.

3.

PERSONALIZED VISUAL SUMMARY

The proposed personalized visual summary framework is composed of two modules: (1) generating personalized social media
digests and (2) creating magazine-page-like visual summaries. A
detailed illustration of the proposed framework is shown in Fig.2.
The input of this system is original social media posts. In Fig.2(a),
an evolutionary heterogeneous information network (EHIN) is constructed from the comprehensive mixed social media feeds (images,
texts and videos) which are derived from original posts. The proposed scheme not only maps all unstructured feeds, but also embeds users’ interactions and temporal updates into EHIN to characterize the intrinsic structure of personalization and dynamics of
social media network. Fig.2(b) shows the process of generating digests by a MSN-based ranking model (Multi-space Star Network).
The top ranked entities are filtered further under a diversification
scheme so that the final selected feeds are capable of delivering
maximum information. Finally, in Fig.2(c), a magazine-page-like
visual summary for rendering on mobile devices is created with
seamless incorporation of visual perception principles, aesthetic

rules and mobile display constraints.

3.1

Generating Personalized Digest

To generate a personalized social media digest, we propose a
summarizing framework that, given a set of original posts, can collectively select a subset of comprehensive social media feeds (texts,
images and videos) to produce the most informative digest tailored
to a specific consuming user. Different from some relevant existing
works, two additional factors will be considered: the given consuming user’s social relation and latest current events. It is this
embedding of user interaction into overall digest objective that enables the generation of more personalized digest.

3.1.1

Evolutionary Heterogeneous Information Network Construction

To help mobile users obtain the most important and informative
information at a glance for quick understanding of contents, we
propose to build an evolutionary heterogeneous information network with multi-type of nodes and edges to produce the most informative and personalized digest from unstructured social media
feeds. In the construction of EHIN, key phrases and images (including images in the linked article and key frames of videos) are
extracted from the social posts and linked articles. The proposed
EHIN is able to characterize the interrelationship among various
entities. Particularly, we not only map all unstructured feeds, but
also embed users’ interactions in the online social media in order to
achieve simultaneous personalization and summarization. The intuition behind the proposed approach is that the social media users
not only can be crowdsourced as important sensors to capture and
share data, but also can be utilized as proper filters to discover the
most useful information through analyzing their interaction in the
social media networks. Notice that the proposed EHIN by including users and related information as well as temporal information
enjoys two unique advantages over existing approaches summarization: 1. Empowering the graph-based ranking and summarization to obtain more personalized results through creatively designed
embedding of user interaction and user past behavior into the graph.
2. Enabling the evolutionary update of timely results from the heterogeneous graph that truly reflect the inherent dynamics of social
media feeds that evolve continuously over time.
To activate the construction process, we first assemble various
different social media entities from a given consuming user, including the feeds in the form of posts, texts, images, videos as well as
the contributing users to form a collection of heterogeneous nodes.
Here, the contributing users refer to the users who have mutual following relationship with the given consuming user. These nodes are
linked by three types of connection: content-related edges, timerelated edges and attribute edges. The attribute edges characterize
the interrelationship among various multimodal entities, while the
time-related edges reflect the evolution over time between a pair of
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Figure 3: Evolutionary Heterogeneous Information Network
(EHIN)
posts, the content-related edges connect the content relevant posts.
Figure 2 illustrates multimodal unstructured social media and corresponding evolutionary heterogeneous network to represent the intrinsic relations among all nodes. The following social media entities are assigned as nodes in the proposed network:
• Post Nodes: There are N posts retrieved form the social media
b . We represent this retrieved original
for a given consuming user U
b
posts by P = (P1 , P2, . . . PN ). The set P consists of the original
posts only. The reposts will be excluded from the post nodes set in
this research.
• User Nodes: The type of user node is introduced for the users
who interact with any of the original posts in P . We consider several common user behaviors on the social network, including following, repost and likes, all of which can be used to predict the
given consumer user’s interests and popularity of a post. The set of
b = (U1 , U2, . . . UN1 ).
user vertices is represented by U
• Text Nodes: Original social media posts may be grammatically
incorrect and may contain spelling errors. It is therefore a significant challenge to summarize short, unstructured, and informal text
of short messages. As discussed in [22], key phrases can express
information concisely and accurately. Wordy sentences are difficult
for viewing on mobile displays, while key phrases can stand out for
mobile users who are interested in the post. Therefore, it is desired
to extract key phrases. We extract key phrases with a modified [29]
approach. With the extracted the feature vector for each text feeds,
a text vertex is added for each of N2 texts used within the social
media feeds, Tb = (T1 , T2, . . . TN2 ).
• Image & Video Nodes: Given a collection of images and video
key frames, an I&V node is added to the network for each image
that is attached to its parent post. Here, we extract a key frame to
represent link-embedded video. We use Ii to represent I&V node,
Ib = (I1 , I2, . . . IN3 ).
The following three types of edges will be assigned to EHIN:
• Attribute Edges: Multiple social interactions and activities are
characterized through edges added between post nodes and their
surrounding attributes (nodes) (i.e. users, texts, and images & videos).
Note that, a user can like or reposts from multiple posts, a post can
be liked or reposted by multiple users. Similarly, a text or an image
can be associated to multiple posts, and a post can also be linked by
more than one attributes. The attribute edges also capture the social
relation among the users. In this research, we consider the mutual
interactions, i.e. an edge is only added to two mutual following
users, to eliminate unnecessary noises.

• Topic-related Edges: Semantic social media topics and events
are important factors for a user to better obtain information at a
glance for quick content understanding. Thus, it is necessary to
characterize interrelationship among original posts that have the
relevant social media content. Motivated by this consideration,
we introduce edges between the content-relevant posts. Here, the
content-relevant posts are defined as a set of linked posts and articles.
• Time-related Edges: In addition to the semantic content relationship, temporal relationship is also essential to be considered.
People always pay much more attention to the latest news, especially in the rapid evolving social network world. A latest post
is usually much more attractive to users comparing with an old
one. Therefore, it is natural to characterize the underlying structure among posts with respect to their temporal relationship. Our
central idea is to add edges among posts which were published
within a close time interval. If |timei − timej | ≤ thtime , two
post nodes Pi and Pj will be connected, otherwise we will not add
edges between them. timei and timej are publication time for
Pi and Pj , respectively. thtime is a threshold controlling the time
interval proximity of two posts.

3.1.2

Network Updating

By analyzing user behavior, we can see that, users are always
prefer to follow the latest breaking news. This indicates that, users’
interests will change with time progresses. We introduce the updating process to iteratively fit with user interests moving trends.
The updating process shall be activated in either time-orientated or
interest-oriented fashion. At a given time, the system shall focus
on a window of the time-evolving network centered at this time for
a given mobile user. As the time progresses, new nodes and edges
should be appended to the network while the old ones phasing out
of the current time window should be removed. Eq.(1) describe
the updating process. The time window interval is θ, given a query
time Q∗ by a consuming user, we will have:
G̃ = G − (E, V )−∞→Q0 + (E, V )Q→Q∗

(1)

where G̃ is the updated network, G is the network constructed at
time Q. Q is the time window center, which is defined as:
Q0 − Q + |Q − Q∗ | = θ

(2)

where θ is time interval controls, Q0 is the fade out time point,
|Q0 − Q| = |Q − Q∗ | = 12 θ. (E, V )−∞→Q0 represents the subset
of nodes and edges which is derived from previous Q0 . (E, V )Q→Q∗
represents the subset of nodes and edges which is derived from a
period of time from Q to Q∗ .
In addition, when the users need to know more detailed information for a certain post or event, the system shall be able to move
the window over the evolutionary network to a new center for an
updated network, the nodes and edges within this new network will
be updated under the same scheme mentioned before subsequently.

Analysis
Once an EHIN is constructed for a given consuming user, graphbased ranking algorithm is a natural choice to generate digest by
selecting a collection of top ranked entities. The manifold ranking
(MR) can essentially compute a relevance score for each node with
respect to a query node based on the intrinsic graph structure. Although MR has been widely used in many applications, it cannot be
applied directly to proposed task for two reasons. First, MR needs
to be activated by a query tag, the ranking score is computed by
measuring the similarity between the query node and a given node

based on a distance metric. However, this system does not generate any user queries. Actually, this system proactively summarize the comprehensive social media feeds automatically tailored
for a given consuming user. Second, MR has its own drawbacks in
handling large scale data due to its expensive computational cost,
which significantly limits its applicability.
The graph construction

cost for kNN graph is O n2 log k , which becomes very expensive
in generating large scale situations. Moreover, MR and many other
graph-based algorithms directly use the adjacency matrix in their
computation. The storage cost of a sparse matrix is O (kn). This
has been the main bottleneck to apply manifold ranking in large
scale applications. Thus, original MR is impractical for a real-time
system.
Thus, there is a need for us to propose an algorithm which is capable of efficient handling of the ranking task without any queries
and capturing the underlying structure of the given data well. Motivated by this, we propose a Muti-space Star Network (MSN)-based
ranking algorithm, which will be illustrated in details in the next.

3.1.3

MSN-based Efficient Ranking Model

The proposed MSN-based ranking model have unique advantages over existing ranking approaches in two aspects. First, by
splitting the constructed EHIN into multiple spaces, ranking score
for each node can be computed hierarchically, resulting in small
storage space and low computational cost. In addition, by adopting the star network structure, ranking score for the comprehensive
multimodal social media entities can be propagated from central
entities (posts) to target entities (texts, images & videos), and influenced by the attribute entities (users). In particular, the mutual
interaction effects among these multi-type of nodes can also be introduced owning to the underlying structure of the star network.

Filtering on EHIN
In order to avoid introducing unnecessary noises into MSN, we first
adopt a filtering scheme to discard a significant amount of the initial
set of nodes in EHIN that are considered noisy and of low quality.
The filtering scheme is carried out on all the multi-type of nodes
collectively.
• User Filtering: In this task, we only consider the users who
have mutual social interactions with the given consuming user. The
filtered subset of user nodes is Û 0 .
• Post Filtering: As the proposed task is to generate visual summary, so the posts that do not contain any embedded images are
filtered out.
• Image Filtering: Content and visual quality plays a key role
in the generation of informative and visually appealing summaries.
So the image filtering is based on visual features. Specifically, we
discard small images, i.e. images having width or height less than
200 pixels. Memes, screenshots and images having heavy text are
not included in this task.
• Text Filtering: Regarding textual content filtering, we discard
a text node if it is very short (less than six words). The core idea
behind this filtering rule is that messages of that type do not carry
enough textual content to be usable in the proposed visual summary.

MSN Definition
Among various heterogeneous networks, star network, such as bibliographic networks centered in the papers and tagging networks
centered in a tagging event [30], are popular and important. In fact,
any multiple relation set such as records in a relational database can
be mapped into a star network, with each tuple in the relation set
as the center object and all attribute entities linking to the center
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Figure 4: Multi-space Star Network (MSN).
object.
• Definition of Star Network
An information network, G = (V, E, W ), with T + 1 types
of objects (i.e. V = {Xt }Tt=0 ), is called star network schema,
if ∀e = hxi , xj i ∈ E, xi ∈ X0 ∧ xj ∈ Xt (t 6= 0), or vice
versa. G is then called star network. Type X0 is the center type
and Xt (t 6= 0) are attribute types.
• Multi-space Star Network
Based on the star network, we propose a MSN-based ranking
algorithm to hierarchically assign each node a relative score. As
the generated digest consists of target nodes (texts and images &
videos), we need to compute a relative ranking score for each of the
target node, so that we can select the top ranked nodes (social media entities) to generate the digest. As we know, the target nodes are
derived from their parent posts (central nodes), and addition, each
of the post is associated with some attribute factors, i.e. user interactions (described by following), popularity (described by likes and
repost) and time stamp, which collectively affect the ranking score
for a given post. Therefor, if we can obtain the score distribution
for the central nodes, the target nodes can be ranked by using this
distribution as prior knowledge for the score distribution to propagate from central nodes to target nodes. More details for ranking
process will be illustrated in the next.

Hierarchical Ranking Model
The key to graph-based multi-label ranking is the prior assumption
of consistency: nearby data instances or data instances that lie on
the same structure are likely to share the same labels. Therefore,
we can formulate the ranking task in a regularization framework:
F (rp )∗ = arg min {µΩsmooth (rp ) + γΩf itting (rp , yp )} (3)
P ∈RN ×N
∗

where F is the predicted ranking score for each node. The first
term in the cost function is a smoothness constraint, which enforce
the nearby points to have similar ranking scores. The second term
is a fitting constraint, which means the ranking result should fit to
the prior weight assignment. With more prior knowledge about the
relevance or confidence of each node, we can assign more accurate
initial scores to them.
Ranking in Central Space
Different from the conventional network based ranking algorithm,
we introduce new spaces to the star network, which leads to the updated regularization framework in terms of F (rp )∗ as follows.
Let Ũ be a N1 × N1 affinity matrix denoting the attribute space
sub-network with N1 users, and P̃ be a N × N affinity matrix de-

noting the central space sub-network constructed for N posts. The
frequency-based weights in P̃ and Ũ are normalized to the same

T


dynamic range. Let F̃ = P̃1 , P̃2 · · · P̃N
= Ũ1 , Ũ2 · · · ŨN1
be a N × N1 matrix
 denoting thefinal association between every
user-post pairs. Ũ1 , Ũ2 · · · ŨN1 are the columns of F̃ , corresponding to the N posts. Similarly, let Yp = (YP1 , YP2 · · · YPN )T
be an N × N1 matrix denoting the initial post score assignments.
Ωsmooth (·) =
2
2
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+ ωUij √ U0i − √ 0j
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i,j
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(4)
Ωf itting (·) =

N
X

kFPi − YPi k2

(5)

i=1

where D and D0 are both diagonal matrix whose (i, i) entries equal
P
to the sum of the ith row of P and U , i.e. Dii = N
j=1 Pij and
P
N1
0
D ii = j=1 Uij .
The first term is the smoothness constraint on the attribute space
and central space. To minimize this term, it means that the neighboring vertices should share similar scores. For instance, if two
users are close to each other based on their frequent mutual social interaction activities, they will probably have common interests (thus with similar scores). Similarly, to minimize the second
term, it means that the neighboring vertices should include similar
users. For instance, if two posts are highly correlated with each
other, then they are likely to be of interest to the same set of users.
The fitting constraint indicates that these initially known post-user
pairs should be changed as little as possible. µ and γ are two coefficients controlling the trade-off between the regularization terms.
YPi =
n
 h

i
h

io
2
(i)2
int (i)
u (·) 1 − α exp − Att2σ
+ β exp − Atttime
2
2σ 2
(6)

1
Pi ∈ P 0
(7)
u (·) =
0
otherwise
Attint (i) = likesi + repostsi

(8)

Atttime (i) = −Dif f timei − time0



(9)

0

where P is the subset of selected posts after filtering scheme.
Attint (i) is the attribution term indicates user interest towards Pi ,
we describe this term by the sum of likes and reposts. Atttime (i)
indicates the time attribution. The central idea is the latest post will
be assigned higher score, so we measure the distance between the
time stamp timei of Pi and the current time time0 .
Ranking in Target Space
To rank in the target space, we built a post-attribute affinity matrix to propagate the ranking score from central space to the target
space. The affinity matrix WAP is as follow:
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where Ai is the attribute nodes in the target space, Pj is central
nodes, yI and yT denotes the images and texts in target space, respectively. yIi is 1 if the ith node is image, 0 otherwise. This is
similar with respect to yT .

 
F2
Ci 2
(11)
Wij = 1 − exp − ω1 i 2 + ω2 2
2σ
2σ
where Fi is ith post nodes score. The weight will be consistent
with the central nodes ranking score distribution, in other words,
the central nodes score distribution will be propagated to the target
space. Ci is the count number of ith row in WAP , which is used
as a frequency based term. If an attribute node appears more, it
means that it should be paid much more attention, thus this node
will be given higher weight. The attribute nodes score in the target
space will also be computed by considering the smoothness constraints and the fitting constraints by Eq.(3), Where the smoothness
constrains is used to assign similar score to neighboring nodes.
In addition, we also consider the authority propagation of each
node in target space. Different from the conventional bi-typed information network, we need to consider the rank score propagation
over a path in a more general heterogeneous information network.
For a general star network G, the propagation of authority score
from type I to type T in target space through the center space P is
defined as:
p (I|TI , G) = WIP WP T p (T |TI , G)
(12)
where WIP and WP T are the weighting matrices between the two
corresponding types of objects, and can be normalized when necessary. Finally, the ranking score in target space can be computed
by:
R∗ = (I − αS)−1 · (ωI yI + ωT yT )
(13)
S = D1/2 WAP D1/2

(14)

In large scale problem, we prefer to use an iteration scheme:
R (t + 1) = αS · R (t) + (1 − α) · (ωI yI + ωT yT )

3.1.4

(15)

Diversification for Information Maximization

The MSN-based ranking algorithm we adopt in this research
takes into account relevance and importance of the data, but without considering the diversity. For example, if a node is very close
to a high ranked node, it may share a similar high rank under the
smoothness scheme. However, as we aim at generating the most informative digest, diversity is very important in order to cover different aspects among heterogeneous social media entities. To address
this problem, we propose to use a greedy algorithm which explicitly penalizes redundancies and promotes diversity [16]. The central idea of the diversification algorithm is to decrease the overall
ranking scores of those nodes which have their information already
conveyed by the more informative ones in the temporal proximity.
After this step of diversification, the nodes with the highest overall
scores will be selected for final summarization of the social media
feeds.

3.2

Creating Magazine-page-like Visual Summary

Once the social media digests are generated from the EHIN, we
propose to carefully create and synthesize the selected mixed multimodal social media feeds into a magazine-page-like visual summary. Given a set of personalized social media digest, a multiobjective optimization is formulated to organize the digest into visual summary in a 9-block-partition fashion with the consideration
of informative delivery, aesthetic rules and visual perception principles. Each block will be optimized interactively in terms of size,
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Figure 6: (a) Average scan path (left) and fixation map (right);
(b) Hue wheel of text with local surrounding.
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s9
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Figure 5: Illustration of social media digest (left), and the summary page with parameter set (right).
position and color to best represent the overall social media digest. Specifically, each digest R is a combination of N selected
top ranked entities,
including image Ii , text with its background

images ti , Iti , and video with its key frame vi , Ivi . To identify and prevent possible occlusion in the most important regions,
we performed saliency detection [31]. Let Oi (xi , yi ) be the center
of the salient object Sali in Ii , which also represents the gravity
center for Ii . We adopt the same scheme for text background image Iti and the video key frame Ivi . Besides, considering the limit
display space of the mobile devices, it is natural to adopt image
cropping [17] to remove redundant information. The parameter set
((wi1 , wi2 ), (hi1 , hi2 )) represents Ii ’s four border lines’ coordinates within page P , as shown in Fig.5.

3.2.1

multi-objective optimization cost function

PN

The visual summary to be created should have following properties:
• Multi-blocks layout. We shall initially divide the page into
nine blocks based on “Rule of Thirds" principle; each block will be
composed seamlessly within one page.
• Highly aesthetic display. Aesthetic composition principles employed in printed magazine design will be adopted to make the generated visual summary appealing and attractive in order to enhance
user experience.
• Maximizing information perception. Human visual perception principles should be utilized so that the more important and
popular feeds will be placed in more attractive locations which the
userâĂŹs eyes tends to focus on. That is, the visual weights of
the social media feeds in the generated visual summary should be
consistent with their ranking scores.
• Satisfying mobile display constraints. Perceptual constraints
on mobile displays are also required to guarantee readability.
With these design principles, the problem can be formulated into
finding the optimal position, size and color for a subset of entities to
minimize the multi-objective cost function Z. In this research, we
define R = (((wi1 , wi2 ) , (hi1 , hi2 )) , Oi (xi , yi ) , δi ) , i ∈ [1, N ]
indicates Ii ’s size and position ((wi1 , wi2 ) , (hi1 , hi2 )) within page
P , gravity center coordinate Oi (xi , yi ), and the format indicator
variable δi , where δi indicates Ii ’s aspect format, i.e., δi is 1 if Ii is
landscape, 0 if Ii is portrait. Then, we can formulate the problem
as minimizing a multi-objective cost function defined as follows:
Z = ωa Eaes (R) + ωv Evis (R)

(16)

where Eaes and Evis are visual aesthetics term and visual perception term, respectively. ωa and ωv are weights for Eaes and Evis .

3.2.2

According to the multi-objective cost function described before,
a visual summary can be created by minimizing two energy terms
under a set of constraints. In the equation defined above, Eaes
measures how well the generated summary follows the aesthetic
rules; Evis measures how much users are inclined to focus on the
important items in attractive locations within P . Each of the energy
term and constraints will be illustrated in detail in the following.
Visual Perception
The average percentage of fixation and average scan path on the
divided nine equal partitions for a single page layout are investigated in an eye tracking study [11], as illustrated in Fig.6. Intuitively, the highest ranked entities should be placed at the location
of first fixation. The next ranked items should be placed following
the scan path of the decreasing fixation percentage. It is assumed
that the amount of information perceived by mobile users for a certain social media feed should be proportional to its ranking score.
Thus, it is natural to compute the overall information perception
based on these two ranking lists as follows:

Energy Terms and Constraints

Evis (R) = 1 −

i=1

si ·

d(per(xi ,yi ),M inper )
M axper −M inper
PN
i=1 si

(17)

per (xi , yi ) = F (l) , if (xi , yi ) ∈ l

(18)

M inper = min per(x, y)

(19)

M axper = max per(x, y)

(20)

(x,y)∈P

(x,y)∈P

where F (l) is the value on the fixation map of area l, l ∈ [1, 9],
as shown in Fig.6. per(xi , yi ) is the visual perception value of
position (xi , yi ). By minimizing Evis , the visual perception of the
selected items is maximized. The term Evis is therefore capable of
placing the selected digest items onto attractive regions by taking
the ranking score si into account. d (·) is the normalized distance
between per(xi , yi ) and M inper .
Visual Aesthetics
It is very important to incorporate computational aesthetics into
our system to enhance user experience and improve information reception efficiency. From the systematically investigated magazine
page design, visual balance is a key aesthetic principle. In addition,
to maintain readability, the text should be popped out from the local
surrounding θi as shown in Fig.6. θi is the region that contains the
text, whichnis defined as follow:
o
θi = Iˆi (x, y) | |x − xt | = µhi , |y − yt | = νwi
(21)
where µ and ν are parameters that control the size of θi . Iˆi (x, y) is
the synthesized image using Iti . hi and wi are height and width of
Iti , respectively. Here, we adopt the Complementary color scheme
for text color selection. Based on the overall consideration, the
aesthetic term is defined as:
b + ωc eec (θi , Tm,α )
Eaes (R) = ωb eeb (C, C)

(22)
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Visual Balance
Based on [33], visual balance is achieved when the gravity center
of all blocks coincides with the center of the whole page. The maximum visual balance can be achieved by minimizing the distance
b px , py
between the expected center, i.e. the center of the page C
2
2
and the actual center C. This way, we define the visual balance

 p
term as:
b / px 2+ py 2
eeb (·) = d C, C
(23)


b is the distance between C and C.
b px and py repwhere d C, C
resent page width and height, respectively. The actual center C can
be obtained by
PN
i=1 ai si Oi
(24)
C= P
N
i=1 ai si
We found that the term depends on position, size and ranking score
of the selected items.
Color Contrast
Followed by [32], Tm,α represents a m-type template under a
certain rotating angle α, where m ∈ {L, I, Y, X}, α ∈ [0, 2π).
The color contrast term eec (θi , Tm,α ) is defined as follows:
P
2
( t HθHi (t) · Tm,α (t))
P
, 0 ≤ t ≤ BIN
(25)
eec (·) =
max(HθHi ) · t Tm,α (t)
where HθHi (t) is the histogram of the H channel of θi . BIN and
max(HθHi ) are the number of bins and maximum value of the histogram, respectively. Tm,α (t) = 1(t ∈ Q) is the tth bin value of
the harmonic scheme, Q is the gray sector.
Constraints
The set of constraints are illustrated in detail as follows:
Seamlessly tiled display. To achieve the seamless synthesis, each
block’s four border edges should be adjacent to its neighbor block.
In
P9addition, all the blocks should cover the whole page P , i.e.
i=1 areai = Px × Py .
Non-distortion. In order to prevent distortion during the optimization process, the updated images should keep the same aspect
ratio, i.e. δi 0 = δi .
Text readability. The font size of text has to be larger than a
threshold thsize . Besides, considering the information perception
on mobile displays, the maximum number of text characters should
also satisfy a different threshold thnum .
Non-intrusiveness. The text ti should not occlude the salient
objects or faces within its background image Iti .
Non-overlapping. The texts inserted into its background image
should not overlap with each other.

4.

EXPERIMENT

In this section we shall first present performance evaluation of
the proposed MSN-based ranking model. User studies based on

the ultimate visual summaries are carried out further. We collected
totally about 1000 posts within 3 days from 5 Twitter users. All of
these posts were categorized into various topics, including entertainment, economics, politics, fashion, sports, science & technology from nine entities on Twitter, including ABC news, The New
York Times, USA TODAY, ABCWorld News,Wall Street Journal,
NBC News, The White House, FoxNews Science and Technology,
and CNN. Each of the post is assembled with its publishing time
stamp, number of likes and comments, as well as its category label.
In addition, the textual content, images & videos, and the users who
likes or reposts a certain post are also saved in our dataset.

4.1

Evaluation of MSN-based Ranking Model

We present performance evaluation of the proposed MSN-based
ranking algorithm from both time-related attributes (fitting term)
and content-related attributes (smoothness term) as defined in Eq.3
and Eq.4. Besides, performance comparisons of different graphbased ranking algorithms are also conducted.

4.1.1

Ranking Distributions over Time-related Attribute

To analyze the ranking score distribution over time, we randomly
select a time period (60 minutes) and collect all the ranked entities within that time period. Time-difference d (t, ti ) = |t − ti |
is introduced. ti is the publishing time of ith entity, and t is the
query time. Fig.7 (left) shows the trend that ranking score changes
with the time-difference d (t, ti ). We can observe that, with the increasing of time difference d (t, ti ), the ranking score will decrease,
which means that the latest posts (considering the time-difference
with respect to query time) will be ranked higher than the old ones.
This reflects the effectiveness of the proposed model for time consideration (Eq.6). In addition, we rank these entities under different
coefficient settings to show different ranking results. µ and γ are
two coefficients that control the trade-off between smoothness term
and fitting term, where the fitting term is formulated with consideration of publishing time and popularity of the posts (likes and reposts). We can see that, the ranking score decreases faster when γ
is bigger (e.g.γ = 0.6) comparing with a smaller time-relevant coefficient (γ = 0.4). When γ is 0.25, the ranking score shows weak
correlation with d (t, ti ). We can see that, when d (t, ti ) is 55, the
ranking score is over 0.6, which is much higher than the ranking
score at the same time point when γ is 0.4 and 0.6. That is because
at this circumstance, the other factors, e.g., content relevance and
popularity, will affect the rank results more.

4.1.2

Ranking Distributions over Content-related Attribute

To evaluate the effectiveness of the smoothness term in the proposed formulation in Eq.3, we randomly select 500 ranked entities from a fixed time interval. All these entities are clustered into

Figure 8: Sample visual summaries for 5 users. Each column shows 2 top ranked visual summaries for a specific user.
different categories based on the ranking results. For each category, we compute recall and average ranking score based on 10
top ranked entities. To compute the recall for each category, we
use the original associated label tag as ground truth. As shown in
Fig.7 (middle), when µ is 0.75, the ranking score is nearly exponential falling with the descending of recall. When recall is very high
(≥0.8) and very low (≤0.5), the ranking score decreases slowly,
that is because the content-attribute will not have dominant effect
on the ranking results under this circumstances. On the contrary,
when recall range between 0.8 and 0.5, the ranking score will be
affected more by the content relevance. Similar situation can be
seen when µ is 0.6, but the decreasing speed will become slower
due to the smaller trade-off control coefficient. When µ is 0.4,
other factors, i.e. time and popularity, will dominate the ranking
results. Thus, we can see from Fig.7 that the line shows different
trend comparing with the other two lines when µ is 0.75 and 0.6.

4.1.3

Performance Comparisons for different Ranking Algorithms

To compare the performance of the proposed MSN-based ranking algorithm against the other two widely used ranking algorithms,
i.e. manifold ranking (MR) [26] and fast manifold ranking (FMR)
[27], we plot the precision at top 10 returns for all 30 categories in
Fig.7 (right). As can be seen, the performance of each algorithm
varies with different categories. We find that the proposed MSN is
fairly close to MR in most categories, and has better performance in
some categories, (category 15, 16 and 24). As this is not for information retrieval, so we do not totally focus on the precision. Fig.7
(right) is not used to show which method has better precision, but to
show the ranking performance of MSN is close to MR. However,
MSN has several advantages over MR in: (1) capable of ranking
multi-type entities simultaneously, (2) no need for any queries to
activate the ranking process, and (3) much improved speed of computation with acceptable ranking accuracy loss. It is easy to find
that the performance of MR and EMR are very close, while FMR
loses a little in precision due to its approximation by SVD.

4.2

Evaluation of Ultimate Visual Summaries

Fig.8 shows 10 sample results of the generated visual summaries
tailored for 5 users. It’s obvious that, the visual summaries generated for each user focused on different topics which reflects every
user’s interests. For example, user 1 is assumed to be interested in
food, user 3 in new year events, and user 5 in movie. These results
demonstrates that, the proposed framework is able to effectively

generate visual summaries from social media feeds with consideration of user interests.
To validate the optimal visual summaries, we conducted subjective evaluations by comparing the proposed visual summaries, as
shown in Fig.8, against the traditional social media posts. 20 subjects including 12 males and 8 females with age ranging from 20 to
over 35 were invited to browse 30 randomly selected visual summaries as well as their original social media posts. The questionnaire for the subjective study are:
• How visually appealing is the visual summary as compared
with the direct social posts?
• How informative is the visual summary as compared with the
direct the social posts?
• What is your overall rating?
The subjects were requested to rate with a satisfaction score ranging from 1 to 10. To better evaluate the informative aspect, we
conducted a relative informative evaluation. Specifically, subjects
need to give rating within a same given time duration for a certain visual summary and its source posts. Based on an analysis of
SimilarWeb data [28] in 2015, time duration for mobile browsing
ranging from 3s to 7s for different areas, where 2.55s for news and
media. Thus, we limit the time to be 5s for subjective rating. An
example is shown in Fig.1, in which original source social posts
and the generated visual summary are compared. The relative information score for the generated visual summary is 8.9, which
is much better than the absolute score 6.8. This is because one
needs to browse many more original social posts in order to perceive the same amount of information delivered by the new visual
summary. Therefore, within a same time period, browsing the proposed summary is much more effective than browsing the original
social posts.
Fig.9 shows the user study results with respect to information
perception, aesthetics and overall evaluation. By looking at the
overall evaluation result, we can observe that, comparing with the
traditional social posts, there are nearly 80% subjects who consider
the proposed visual summary is more visually appealing and satisfied with its overall performance. The informative evaluation is
shown in Fig.9 (left), there are more users consider the traditional
posts can deliver more information owning to much more textural
information offered by tradition textual posts. However, within a
fixed time period, the proposed visual summary is apparently better in information delivery. Fig.9 (middle) showing the aesthetic
evaluation. In addition, most of the users are more satisfied with
the proposed visual summary than traditional scheme of posting
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Figure 9: User study for informative evaluation(left), aesthetic evaluation(middle) and overall evaluation(right).
with respect to aesthetics as shown in Fig.9 (right).

5.

CONCLUSION

To overcome the obstacles in overloading information with mobile browsing under social media environment, we proposed a visual summary generation framework to first summarize social media feeds with the consideration of user interests, and then to convert them into visually appealing representations for display on
constrained mobile devices. To generate social media digest, an
EHIN is constructed first, where users’ social interactions and temporal dynamics are embedded to achieve personalization and evolution attributes. The digest is generated by selecting a subset of
top ranked feeds through MSN. The proposed MSN-based ranking
model is capable of hierarchically ranking each feed with better
efficiency and without explicit queries. As a result, a magazinepage-like visual summary has been created based on the generated
digests with seamless incorporation of aesthetic rules and visual
perception principles. Extensive experiments and user studies show
that the proposed framework is much more effective in summarizing and representing personalized digests in a visually appealing
and compact way and hence are much preferred by mobile users.
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